INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Joint position sense (JPS) is generally defined as the ability to assess a limb's relative position in space, without the assistance of vision. This skill is very important for athletes in sports such as alpine skiing and snowboarding. It is believed that high-level athletes demonstrate good JPS[@r1]^)^. At the opposite end of the spectrum, abnormal JPS has been reported to be associated with a number of knee disorders such as knee joint osteoarthritis[@r2]^)^, patellofemoral pain syndrome[@r3]^)^, and anterior cruciate instability[@r4]^)^. JPS cannot be judged appropriately if the measurement methodology is less than ideal.

Many types of evaluation methods for JPS are used in clinical practice. In general, position sense is more accurate when measured under active conditions than passive conditions, because the brain is able to obtain more input signals from the surrounding environment[@r5]^)^. In active movements, there is a greater level of peripheral afferent information generated and received. This results in quicker and more accurate reproduction of JPS.

Borsa et al. concluded that, in the presence of limb deficiencies, positional proprioception is significantly more sensitive at the end ranges of knee extension, and is also significantly more sensitive as the limb is moved in the direction of extension[@r6]^)^. Additionally, muscle activity may play an important role in JPS due to the relation between JPS and muscle spindle activity[@r7], [@r8]^)^. Joint load influences JPS by increasing muscle activity. Previous studies have investigated the correlation between muscular strength and proprioception, and have reported the presence of a positive correlation between JPS and quadriceps strength[@r9]^)^. In consideration of these factors, we decided that JPS should be measured in an active condition, with proper load and optimum joint angle.

JPS is influenced by many factors, as it is governed by both central and peripheral nervous system mechanisms, chiefly via muscular receptors as well as tendinous, articular, and cutaneous receptors[@r10]^)^. Currently, many aspects of the influence of the central nervous system on JPS are unknown. During JPS measurement, subjects must memorize joint position and then reproduce it. However, it remains unclear as to whether JPS memory can be sustained after initial JPS is measured. The aim of this study was to investigate how long JPS can be retained in memory and to clarify the influence of joint angle and load on JPS memory. The original hypothesis of this study postulated that JPS can be retained in memory for 5 minutes and that joint angle and load were likely to influence JPS memory.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS {#s2}
====================

Subjects
--------

Eleven healthy subjects (5 men and 6 women) with a mean age of 26.0 ± 2.3 y, having a mean body weight of 60.2 ± 16.4 kg, and a mean height of 166.1 ± 10.1 cm participated in this study. Subjects who reported the presence of musculoskeletal systemic diseases were excluded. Prior to the study, subjects were informed of the purpose of the study and the general procedures to be undertaken. All subjects the provided their written informed consent as per our University's protocol. Approval for this study was obtained from the institutional review board of the Graduate School of Health Sciences, Hiroshima University.

Methods
-------

JPS was evaluated using a Monitored Rehabilitation Systems Functional Squat System (MFSS). The MFSS is a software system capable of evaluating the position sense of the lower extremity throughout the concentric and eccentric phases of motion, during functional squat movements ([Fig. 1a](#fig_001){ref-type="fig"}Fig.1.Evaluation of joint position sense using Monitorized Rehabilitation Systems-Functional Squat System. (a) Position of the subjects. (b) Computer screen during joint position sense measurement). The relative position of the lower extremity is displayed on a computer screen by a red "+" sign. The target joint position is displayed on the computer screen by a blue line. During the test, subjects use eccentric and concentric knee movements to move a corresponding red "+" sign into alignment with the blue line ([Fig. 1b](#fig_001){ref-type="fig"}). Deviation is measured as the distance between the red "+" sign and the blue line. Following the completion of each test, the distance between the deviations recorded with and without visual input was evaluated as absolute error (AE). In addition, MFSS has been reported in the literature to be a valid and reliable method for the evaluation of joint proprioception[@r11]^)^.

The non-dominant leg of each study subject was measured. It was adopted as the test leg, because the majority of surgical limbs in anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction are non-dominant[@r12]^)^. The dominant leg was defined as the leg usually used for kicking a soccer ball[@r13]^)^. In this study, all participants indicated their right leg was the dominant leg. The start position was fixed as the body posture in which the angles of the hip joint and knee joint were at 90° flexion. JPS was measured under 4 separate active flexion conditions, with knee flexion values of 30°and 60°, and joint loads of 5 kg and 20 kg, with combinations of joint flexion and load chosen randomly. When subjects first attained the target angle, they were allowed to maintain and memorize the position of the joint, with visual aid, for 6 seconds. In the next step, subjects were returned to the original starting position of 90° flexion. Once the predetermined time had passed, subjects were asked to reproduce the position without visual aid. After 6 seconds, data were recorded. Subjects were asked to reproduce joint position without visual aid at 3 time intervals: immediately, 5 minutes post-memorization, and 30 minutes post-memorization, . In order to unify measurement parameters, the subjects discussed their positions relative to the computer target symbols, with the examiner, during testing.

Data of the subjects were analyzed using the SPSS 12.0 statistics program under the Windows operating system. The Tukey-Kramer multiple method was adopted to compare the AE between the allotted test time intervals. Significance was accepted for values of p \< 0.05.

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

The results indicate that AE gradually became greater with time. The immediate AE, 5-minute AE, and 30-minute AE are shown in [Table 1](#tbl_001){ref-type="table"}Table 1.The absolute error (AE) immediately, 5 minutes and 30 minutes post-memorizationImmediate AE (mm)5-minute AE (mm)30-minute AE (mm)Knee flexion 30°, Load 5 kg10.4 ± 7.917.7 ± 6.729.3 ± 10.5\*Knee flexion 60°, Load 20 kg10.8 ± 6.122.0 ± 10.630.8 ± 9.6\*Knee flexion 30°, Load 20 kg9.3 ± 8.215.0 ± 8.424.5 ± 19.2\*Knee flexion 60°, Load 5 kg10.6 ± 7.918.2 ± 8.622.6 ± 12.0Values are mean±SD. \*Significant difference between immediate AE and 30-minute AE (p \< 0.05).. There was no significant difference in AE, dependent on knee flexion and load. However, the difference between the immediate AE and 30-minute AE was statistically significant (p \< 0.05), except when knee flexion was at 60° with a 5 kg load. There was no significant difference between the immediate AE and 5-minute AE under any of the conditions assigned. Additionally, there was no significant difference between the 5-minute AE and 30-minute AE under any of the conditions assigned.

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

Although a previous study indicated the presence of a positive correlation between JPS and quadriceps load strength[@r9]^)^, the results of our present study do not show that load was a defining factor. This may be because the squatting position used in the present study did not rely solely on the quadriceps. Previous studies focused solely on the knee joint. In contrast, this experiment included the activity of other joints, such as the hip and ankle. Therefore, the tested JPS included JPS values of all the individual joints involved the hip, ankle, and knee. This may explain the finding that the effects of different knee joint flexion angles on JPS were not statistically significant. Contrary to the original hypothesis of this study, joint angle and load demonstrated no influence on JPS or JPS memory.

In this study, we investigated the retention of JPS in memory with the passage of time, flexion angle, and joint/muscular loading. JPS clearly became less accurate as AE increased with the passage of time. Differences in JPS between the immediate interval and 30-minute interval were statistically significant. The exception to this was when knee flexion was at 60°, under a load of 5 kg. This may be because JPS is less sensitive under the condition of a greater knee flexion angle in the presence of reduced load. The results suggest that JPS memory may have been lost after 30 minutes. Moreover, no significant difference was found between the immediate AE and 5-minute AE for all the tasks. Thus, we conclude that JPS can be retained in memory for approximately 5 minutes. The results also suggest that JPS training should not involve intervals exceeding 30 minutes.

This study had certain limitations. A previous study reported that JPS of the knee is reduced by the inclusion of an attention-demanding task but not by experimentally induced pain[@r14]^)^. However, attention as a distraction cannot be practically measured, although it has a strong influence on JPS. The results may also be influenced by age because the JPS of older subjects has been shown to be poorer than that of younger subjects[@r15]^)^. In addition, the present study analyzed only the non-dominant leg. In the future, it may be beneficial to examine the differences in JPS memory between the non-dominant leg and the dominant leg.
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